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Overarching Vision
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Lorton Centers of Activity

Each center is
anticipated to
evolve with its

own unique sense
of place and
‘brand’. The

names provided
are just a starting
place for how we

might rethink
each area.
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Market Evolution

Infill and redevelopment happens slowly over time. The above imagery shows the 20 year market evolution of
parcels that redeveloped over time.
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Creating Places for People

Creating places for people means reducing the land devoted just for cars and making it easy to get to and
from places by walking, biking, taking transit and using a car but parking once to reach many destinations, It
means creating public places for people to gather and linger, going vertical with buildings, having a mix of
uses and making places safe and enjoyable to walk. This is happening across the region. In places like
downtown Falls Church and the Mosaic area, older auto-dominated strip style commercial is being replaced
by vibrant, walkable mixed-use centers where people want to be. This type of transformation is possible for
Lorton’s commercial centers.
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Development Character Features*

*Additional photographs being gathered to share at public open house.
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Evolution of the Activity Nodes

Policies will allow each center to evolve into mixed-use activity nodes with more pedestrian oriented
building setbacks, higher densities and public spaces. The focus of infill and redevelopment is to

concentrate it within the ¼ mile walkshed of each center. The illustrations above show one example of how
each center could transform in each center over time.
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Building heights

Hypothetical illustration of potential building heights in each activity node.
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Building Scale
Height of buildings step down from centers

Building heights will be at the highest next to higher speed roadways, interchanges and transit in the core of
each activity center. The building heights will step down as the area transitions to more single story
residential building forms.
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Future Land Use

Mixed Use. The region remains in short supply of housing. We also know that rooftops drive healthy retail,
restaurants and other amenities that support vibrant centers of activity. Therefore, the key use for infill and
redevelopment in each activity center is envisioned as residential. Residential infill with a range housing types
at different price points can help keep the area diverse and accessible to a range of residents with different
levels of income and housing needs. The type of retail that remains and is redeveloped will react to the
different housing typologies and income levels. Demand for additional non-residential uses like office, health
care, civic, etc. will also change in these areas over time to serve the needs of existing and future residents.
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Connectivity

As each activity node redevelops, the goal will be to slow down the traffic near each center and improve the
bicycle, walking and transit connections. People in the area will still need cars to get around Lorton, but the
goal is to reduce the need to use a car for every trip. Enhanced trail networks, microtransit, BRT, and ample
new sidewalk connections will help address these issues. Additional street connectivity is also envisioned.
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Questions?
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